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Millennials  spend more money on experiences  than products

 
By DANNY PARISI

As millennials continue to accrue more wealth as they age, that growth will likely drive more spending on
experiential luxury, according to a new report from YouGov.

The second part of YouGov's "Affluent Perspective 2017" global study looked into the ways that affluent consumers
are spending their money. What the report found was that wealthy consumers are continuing to spend at a consistent
rate, but that there may be a boost soon for luxury experience providers.

Af f luent millennialsAf f luent millennials

The movements of the luxury consumer base are an important metric to track. This is especially true when a
demographic has so much spending power, meaning that even small changes can have large effects.

For its report, YouGov collected and analyzed data on all luxury buyers' shopping habits so far for 2017.

In general, luxury spending is only set to increase by about 1 percent in 2017 as compared to last year, meaning that
overall luxury spending is holding steady.

However, there are some changes to shopping behavior, if not in the overall amount spent. These changes can be
tracked easily by age.
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Overall luxury spending will increase by 1 percent this year

Currently, older consumers, Gen X and baby boomers, make up the majority of affluent households in the United
States.

These older consumers are planning on reducing the amount of money spent on luxury goods in the next year, by 4
percent for baby boomers and 1 percent by Gen X.

However, this number is offset by changes in the millennial shopping habit. Millennials plan to increase their luxury
shopping expenditure by 12 percent, handily making up for the losses of older generations.

The more spending from millennials also means that the luxury industry will see more spending on experiences
rather than products, something that research has long shown that millennials prefer.

"Biggest takeaway for me is that the market for luxury goods is for the 2  consecutive year showing minimal change
(-1% was last year's forecast, +1% is this year's forecast) while the mood of the affluent is a mix between optimistic
and not," said Chandler Mount, vice president of business development on the Affluent PErspective team at YouGov,
London. "Emerging economies are more enthusiastic than developed; younger more enthusiastic than older;
political right more than the political left."

Experiential luxury
The move toward experiential luxury for millennials consumers has opened the doors for new kinds of luxury
spending experiences that did not exist before.

In the past, fine dining was an ostentatious, ornate and stuffy experience that attracted ill-informed diners who cared
little about sustainability, ingredients and culinary innovation. But, dining trends have evolved from this "sad state of
reality" to be experience-based where informed diners, armed with Instagram, are increasingly appreciative of
culinary trends, exotic ingredients and talents in the kitchen (see story).
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Millennials are planning on spending much more on luxury this year

Many luxury retailers have adjusted their strategies accordingly to take advantage of this new trend, such as a new in-
store spa featured in Neiman Marcus.

The experiential addition comes by partnership with Hudson Blvd. Group (HBG), a holding company formed in
2015 that specializes in high-end beauty services. HBG's beauty portfolio includes DreamDry, a salon concept that
offers on-the-go women convenient and personalized hair services as well as Spruce & Bond, a brow and hair
removal studio, and Pucker, a cosmetic and eyelash extension provider (see story).

With millennial luxury buyers' influence growing, luxury brands will have to increasingly turn to experiential
products to continue appeasing them.

"The watchword today is leave your divisions at the door," Mr. Mount said. "Now is the time to cater to your best
clients, and not to let the machinations of the economic/political world interfere with delivering high quality
experiences."
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